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During the press conference held by the Luxembourg government on 27 July 2017 on
the tax reform applicable as of 1 January 2018, new adjustments on the non-resident
tax regime and the individual taxation were confirmed. The new measures aim at
more flexibility in the application of the new regime both for non-residents and
individual taxation.

1. Non-resident tax payer
As a reminder, as of 1 January 2018 non-resident taxpayers will be taxed as follows:
-

By default, non-resident taxpayers fall under tax class 1 (single)
However, non-resident taxpayers can opt for a tax class 2 if 90% of the taxpayer’s
worldwide income is taxable in Luxembourg
Opting for tax class 2 implies (i) the application of a global effective tax rate
(calculated based on the household’s worldwide income) and (ii) the obligation to
file a tax return reporting their household’s worldwide income (assimilation to a
Luxembourg resident)

NEW:
o
o

o

If the taxpayer has other net income which is non-taxable in Luxembourg, this
would NOT be considered for the 90% calculation, up to an amount of €13,000
This means that an individual who earned less than 90% of his worldwide
income in Luxembourg could still benefit from a tax class 2 if his net income
not taxable in Luxembourg is less or equal to €13,000
Example:
- Luxembourg taxable income: €75,000 and income not taxable in
Luxembourg: €11,000
- Total worldwide income: €86,000 => taxable in Luxembourg: 87%
- As < 90% of worldwide income taxable in Luxembourg => principle: tax
class 1
- Based on new measure: still tax class 2 as non-taxable income < €13,000

The government also announced that:
-

An online calculation tool will be made available to help the non-resident
taxpayers in the calculation of these thresholds
The tax authorities will start sending communication to non-resident taxpayers as
of September 2017 to collect the necessary information

2. Individual taxation
As of 1 January 2018, both resident and non-resident married taxpayers have the
possibility to opt for an individual (pure or with reallocation) taxation, instead of being
taxed jointly. The applicable tax class will depend on the choice made.
Initially announced, the taxpayers needed to communicate their choice and as such
the applicable tax class by 31 December of 2017 for the tax year 2018, at the latest.
The option was non-revocable for the taxpayers and required a projection on future
income that could be subject to change during the year.
To provide more flexibility and to acknowledge that personal situations may change
during the year, taxpayers can now communicate their choice either:
-

Before 31 December 2017, or
During the year 2018, or
In January, February, and March 2019 at the latest.

For more information, do not hesitate to contact our team. We will be happy to assist
you.
You will find all the information relating to the 2017 tax reform on our dedicated
webpage.
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